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Abstra t
`Arti ial neural networks' are ma hines (or models of omputation) based loosely
on the ways in whi h the brain is believed to work. In this hapter, we dis uss some
links between graph theory and arti ial neural networks. We des ribe how some
ombinatorial optimisation tasks may be approa hed by using a type of arti ial neural
network known as a Boltzmann ma hine. We then fo us on `learning' in feedforward
arti ial neural networks, explaining how the graph stru ture of a network and the
hardness of graph- olouring quantify the omplexity of learning.

1. Introdu tion

There has re ently been intense, and fast-growing, interest in `arti ial neural networks'.
These are ma hines (or models of omputation) based loosely on the ways in whi h the brain
is believed to work. Neurobiologists are interested in using these ma hines as a means of
modelling biologi al brains, but mu h of the impetus omes from their appli ations. For example, engineers wish to reate ma hines that an perform ` ognitive' tasks, su h as spee h
re ognition, and e onomists are interested in nan ial time series predi tion using su h mahines. Inevitably, there is a ertain amount of hype asso iated with the subje t, parti ularly
in relation to neurobiologi al modelling.
Here, we take what may be alled an `engineering approa h' to arti ial neural networks.
In su h an approa h, one is not on erned with the issue of whether arti ial neural networks
are plausible models of real neural networks, but rather, we start from the fa t that they
exist and are being used extensively. The questions that mathemati ians might then ask
in lude:
 what an arti ial neural networks do for us?
 what an mathemati s say about arti ial neural networks that might be of interest or
bene t to pra titioners?
In this hapter, we dis uss some onne tions between the theory of arti ial neural networks and graphs. In one answer to the rst of the above questions, we explain how ertain
types of arti ial neural network may be useful for solving ombinatorial optimization problems in graph theory. We then turn our attention to a theory of `learning' in arti ial neural
networks, where the graph stru ture of the network and the hardness of graph- olouring tell
us something about the omplexity of learning.

2. Arti ial neural networks

It appears that one reason why the human brain is so powerful is the sheer omplexity of
onne tions between neurons. In omputer s ien e parlan e, the brain exhibits huge parallelism, with ea h neuron onne ted to many other neurons. This has been re e ted in the
design of arti ial neural networks. One advantage of su h parallelism is that the resulting
network is robust: in a serial omputer, a single fault an make omputation impossible,
whereas in a system with a high degree of parallelism and many omputation paths, a small
number of faults may be tolerated with little or no upset to the omputation.
Two types of neural network are dis ussed here: Boltzmann ma hines and feedforward
networks. Loosely speaking, we an say that an arti ial neural network onsists of a dire ted
graph with omputation units) situated at the verti es and weights on the ar s (dire ted
edges). Some of the omputation nodes may be distinguished as input nodes, whi h re eive
signals from the outside world, and some as output nodes. The nodes have a tivations and
their a tivation in uen es those of their neighbours, either sto hasti ally as in the Boltzmann
ma hine, or deterministi ally, as in feedforward networks. The degree to whi h the a tivation
of one node in uen es those of its neighbours is determined by the weights on the ar s. The
pro ess of `learning' is the adjustment of the weights.
3. Boltzmann ma hines

In a Boltzmann ma hine, a type of sto hasti arti ial neural network, the underlying digraph has symmetri onne tions: if (i; j ) 2 A, then (j; i) 2 A. Furthermore, the weights are
always onstrained so that w i;j = w j;i = wij . A Boltzmann ma hine M may therefore be
des ribed as an undire ted graph (whi h may have loops) with weighted edges and sto hasti
omputation units at the verti es. More pre isely, M is a pair (G; ), where G = (V; E ) is a
graph with, say, n verti es and m edges, and  Rm  f0; 1gn is a set of allowable states.
For ! = (we ; we ; : : : wem ; S ; : : : ; Sn) 2 , the ve tor w = (we ; we ; : : : wem ) des ribes the
weights assigned to the edges e ; e ; : : : ; em of the graph, and the tail of !, (S ; S ; : : : ; Sn),
des ribes whi h of the verti es (units) 1; 2; : : : ; n is `on': vertex i is `on' in state ! if and only
if Si = 1. The onsensus fun tion of the Boltzmann ma hine M is the fun tion C : ! R
given by
X
C (! ) =
wij Si Sj :
ij 2E
Computation pro eeds in the ma hine in a sto hasti manner in su h a way as to in rease
onsensus. Thus, if wij is positive, there is a tenden y for units i and j to be either both
on or both o , while if the weight is negative, there is a tenden y for them to have di erent
a tivations. When a weight is positive, we refer to it as ex itatory and, when negative,
inhibitory.
We now des ribe how the state of the network evolves when the weights are xed. This is,
of ourse, a very restri ted analysis sin e, in general, the weights may also hange through
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`learning'; see [1,14℄. However, for the appli ations we have in mind, the weights will be
determined expli itly by an instan e of a ombinatorial optimization problem.
If i is a vertex and ! a state, ![i ! i℄ is the state obtained from ! by hanging Si to
1 Si; that is, by ` ipping' the a tivation of i. If su h a ip is made, then the resulting
hange in the onsensus fun tion is
C! (i) = C (![i ! i℄) C (!):
If this is fairly large, it is advantageous to ip the a tivation of i, and if it is negative,
with large absolute value it is disadvantageous to do so. The de ision on whether to ip
the a tivation of unit i is made sto hasti ally, based on C! (i). The simplest model of
omputation in a Boltzmann ma hine is the sequential model. Here, the ma hine has an
internal lo k, and on the tth ti k of the lo k, a vertex it is hosen, uniformly at random.
The a tivation of it is then ipped, and the state hanged to ![it ! it ℄, with probability
Prob (! ! ![it ! it ℄) = 1 + exp( 1 C (i )) ;
! t
for some onstant > 0. A more ompli ated pro edure is that in whi h the ma hine's
omputations are in parallel. Then, at time t, a subset S t of the verti es is hosen a ording
to some probability distribution on the subsets, and for ea h i 2 S t , a de ision is made, as
des ribed above, whether to ip the a tivation of that unit. It should be noted that although
this may involve making a large number of su h de isions simultaneously, the omputations
involved in this pro edure are lo al, sin e C! (i) depends only on the a tivations of the
units j adja ent to i and on the weights wij . The result is some state !0 whi h is obtained
from ! by ipping some of the Si, for i 2 S t. It an be proved (see Aarts and Korst [1℄)
that the sequential mode of omputation results in a stationary distribution on the set of
all states, in whi h the probability that the state of the ma hine is ! is proportional to
exp( C (!)). The same on lusion holds if the omputations are syn hronous, with limited
parallelism. This is the spe ial ase of parallel omputation, in whi h only independent sets
of verti es are generated, and ea h independent set is generated with equal probability. In
both ases, in the stationary distribution, states of high onsensus are more likely.
The mysterious parameter has an interesting interpretation. Its re ipro al T = 1= is
often alled temperature. There are indi ations [1℄ that the pro ess of simulated annealing,
whereby the temperature is slowly de reased as omputation pro eeds (so that is no longer
onstant, but in reases with time), may be helpful. Aarts and Korst [1℄ show that as T ! 0
and as time tends to in nity, the limiting stationary distribution of states is uniform over
all states that maximize the onsensus fun tion.

4. Optimization with Boltzmann ma hines

A number of ombinatorial optimization problems an be realized as the problem of maximizing onsensus in Boltzmann ma hines. The book by Aarts and Korst [1℄ ontains a
full dis ussion of this approa h; here, we shall des ribe the general approa h and give two
examples.
General approa h

Suppose we have a ombinatorial optimization problem. It is then often possible to onstru t a Boltzmann ma hine with xed weights determined by the instan e of the problem
so that maximizing onsensus in the ma hine is equivalent to solving the optimization problem. A general approa h, as des ribed in [1℄, is as follows. First, phrase the optimization
problem as a f0; 1g-valued linear programming problem. Se ondly, onstru t a Boltzmann
ma hine with verti es (nodes) orresponding to the variables in the linear programming problem. Thirdly, de ne the edges and weights of the ma hine in su h a way that the following
orresponden e onditions hold:
 lo al maxima of the resulting onsensus fun tion orrespond to feasible solutions of the
optimization problem;
 If S ; S are two feasible solutions of the optimization problem, with S better than S ,
then the onsensus of the state orresponding to S is higher than that orresponding to S .
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Note that we may always take the underlying graph of the Boltzmann ma hine to be
omplete, sin e setting a weight to zero is equivalent to omitting an edge. If the pro edure
just des ribed an be arried out, then, in theory, one way to attempt to solve the optimization problem is to onstru t the Boltzmann ma hine with these properties and let it evolve,
perhaps de reasing the temperature parameter as time progresses. We have already
mentioned that su h an approa h may be promising, sin e the ma hine has ertain onvergen e properties. We should remark, however, that even when we know from the theory
that the state of the ma hine will onverge to one maximizing onsensus, it may not do so
feasibly fast.
1

Maximum

uts

To illustrate the Boltzmann ma hine approa h, we start with the problem of nding a
maximum ut in a weighted graph. Given a graph G = (V; E ) of order n having weighted
edges, the problem is to determine a partition of the vertex-set into subsets V and V in
su h a way that the total sum of the weights of the edges that join verti es in the two sets
is maximum.
This may easily be phrased as a f0; 1g linear programming problem: introdu e a variable
xi for ea h vertex i 2 V , and take xi = 1 to mean that i 2 V and xi = 0 to mean that
1
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i 2 V1 .

Then the problem is to maximize the obje tive fun tion
n X
n
X
Wij ((1 xi )xj + (1 xj )xi ) ;
F=
i=1 j =i+1

where the Wij are the weights on the edges of the graph. Our Boltzmann ma hine will have
as its underlying graph the instan e graph together with loops on all the verti es. We assign
weights as follows: for ij 2 E , set the weight wij on this edge in the Boltzmann ma hine to
be 2Wij , where Wij is the Porresponding
weight in the original graph. For i 2 V , set the
n
weight wii on the loop, to be j Wij . The resulting Boltzmann ma hine then satis es the
orresponden e onditions.
=1

The travelling salesman problem

An instan e of the travelling salesman problem is a weighted graph G = (V; E ), where the
verti es reprsent ities and the weight dij on edge ij is the distan e from i to j . The aim
is to nd a a Hamiltonian y le of minimum total length. A number of neural approa hes
to this problem have been made. We des ribe here a fairly simple Boltzmann ma hine
implementation due to Gar nkel [11℄. Following the general approa h outlined above, we
rst des ribe the problem as a linear programming problem. Suppose that the vertex-set of
the graph is V = f1; 2; : : : ; ng and, for i and a between 1 and n, introdu e a variable xia ,
whi h, for a parti ular tour, equals 1 if and only if vertex i is the ath vertex in the tour. For
i; j; a; b between 1 and n, let
(
dij if a  b + 1 (mod n);
uijab =
0 otherwise.
The travelling salesman problem is then equivalent to minimizing
X
F=
uijabxia xjb
i;j;a;b

subje t to the onstraints
n
n
X
X
xia = 1 (1  i  n):
xia = 1 (1  a  n); and
a
i
We now onstru t a Boltzmann ma hine whose onsensus fun tion satis es the properties
des ribed at the beginning of this se tion. It has n verti es, one for ea h pair (i; a), orresponding to xia . De ne the weights as follows:
w i;a i;a = 1 + max fdik + dil : l 6= kg ;
w i;a j;b = dij ; for i 6= j , and a  b + 1 (mod n);
w i;a i;b = 1 min(w i;a i;a ; w i;b i;b ); for a 6= b;
w i;a j;a = 1 min(w i;a i;a ; w j;a j;a ); for i 6= j:
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Then the orresponden e onditions are satis ed, and the Boltzmann ma hine will `solve'
the travelling salesman problem, although not generally in polynomial time.
5. Feedforward networks

In a feedforward network, the underlying dire ted graph G = (V; A) is a y li ; that is, there
are no dire ted y les. For the networks onsidered here, there is a spe i ed subset of input
nodes I and a single output node z 2= I . The underlying idea is that all nodes re eive and
transmit signals; the input nodes re eive their signals from the outside world and the output
node transmits a signal to the outside world, while all other nodes re eive and transmit along
the relevant ar s of the dire ted graph. Ea h ar ij has a weight wij that represents the
strength of the onne tion between the nodes r and s. A positive weight orresponds to an
`ex itatory' onne tion, a negative one to an `inhibitory' onne tion. All nodes ex ept the
input nodes are `a tive' in that they transmit a signal that is a predetermined fun tion of
the signals they re eive. There is an a tivation fun tion fr for ea h non-input omputation
node r and the a tivity of su h a node is spe i ed in two stages. First, the signals arriving
at r are aggregated by taking their weighted sum a ording to the onne tion strengths on
the ar s with terminal node r, and then the fun tion fr of this value is omputed. Thus,
the a tion of the entire network may be des ribed in terms of two fun tions p: V ! R and
q : V ! R, that represent the re eived and transmitted signals respe tively. It is onvenient
to assume that one of the input nodes is a bias node, for whi h the applied signal is always 1.
Suppose the input nodes are labelled j ; j ; j ; : : : ; jn, where j is the bias node. We assume
that a ve tor of real-valued signals y = (1; y ; y ; : : : ; yn) is applied externally to the input
nodes, and p(jk ) = q(jk ) = yk for k = 1; 2; : : : ; n. (Note that the input ve tor has 1 as rst
entry; this is the bias signal.) For every other node l, the re eived and transmitted signals
are de ned as follows.
X
p(l) =
q (i)wil ; and q (l) = fl (p(l)):
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The output is the value q(z) transmitted by the output node z. Sin e the underlying digraph
is a y li , it is possible to partition the nodes into layers l ; l ; : : : ; lk , in su h a way that
the nodes in layer l are the input nodes, layer k onsists solely of the output node, and
all ar s go from lower to higher layers. Computation then pro eeds upwards through the
layers. Sometimes the a tivation fun tions fr are hosen to be `sigmoidal' fun tions; these
are smooth, non-de reasing fun tions mapping into [0; 1℄. A popular hoi e is the standard
sigmoid fun tion,
1
 (x) =
(1 + exp( x)) :
Often, however, the linear threshold fun tion is taken to be the a tivation fun tion of ea h
non-input node. This is the fun tion H : R ! f0; 1g su h that H(x) = 1 if x  0 and
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H(x) = 0 if x

0. A feedforward network of this type is known as a linear threshold
network. A network whi h onsists of a number of input nodes and just one other node, a
linear threshold output node, is a spe ial type of per eptron, known as the simple per eptron
(see [20,18℄). This is illustrated in Figure 1.
<

Figure 1
Figure 2
A feedforward linear threshold network is essentially a omposition of simple per eptrons.
As an example, onsider the threshold network illustrated in Figure 2. It is easy to verify
that if f is the fun tion omputed by this network in the state determined by the weights
shown, then f (101) = f (110) = 1 and f (100) = f (111) = 0. Thus, if we restri t attention
to f0; 1g-valued inputs, this network omputes the ex lusive-or fun tion of its two non-bias
inputs.
6. Supervised learning in feedforward networks
PAC learning

One of the main reasons why neural networks have proven so attra tive is that they are, in
a sense, apable of `learning'. The use of su h anthropomorphi language might be onsidered
ontroversial, but in a mathemati al or engineering approa h to neural networks, `learning'
simply means hanging the weights of the network in response to some input data. When
`su essful' or ` onvergent' learning is possible, there is no need to program the network
expli itly to perform a parti ular task; in other words, we need not know in advan e how to
set the weights. The neural network adjusts its weights a ording to a learning algorithm,
in response to some lassi ed training examples, with (roughly speaking) the state of the
network onverging to the ` orre t' one. In this sense, the neural network `learns from
experien e'.

In any model of supervised learning, it is assumed that there is some `target fun tion' t,
whi h is the fun tion to be learned. The target fun tion is to be thought of as the ` orre t'
fun tion we should like the network to ompute. It simpli es matters greatly if we assume
that there is a orre t fun tion t, and that this fun tion an be omputed by the network
with some set of weight assignments. However, the basi pa model has been extended to
deal with situations in whi h neither of these assumptions an be made (see [2℄, for example).
A labelled example for the target fun tion t is a pair (x; t(x)), where x is an input pattern
to the network; for instan e, if the neural network has n input nodes a epting real inputs,
then x 2 Rn. The network is given a training sample, a sequen e of su h labelled examples:
this onstitutes its `experien e'. In response to this, its weights are altered by applying a
learning algorithm. More formally, suppose that the set of all possible examples is X = Rn
or X = f0; 1gn, where n is the number of inputs to the network, and that the target fun tion
t an be omputed by the neural network in some state. A training sample for t of length
m is an element s of (X  f0; 1g)m, of the form
s = ((x ; t(x )); (x ; t(x )); : : : ; (xm ; t(xm ))) :
We denote the set of all training samples of length m for t by S (m; t). A learning algorithm
a epts as input the training sample s and alters the state of the network in some way in
response to the information provided by the sample. We should like the fun tion L(s) that
is omputed by the network after `learning' to be an approximation to the target fun tion,
or ` loser' to the target fun tion than the fun tion omputed before learning.
A large number of learning algorithms are urrently in use. One of the most popular is
the ba k-propagation algorithm for feedforward networks with sigmoidal a tivation fun tions
(see, for example, [14℄). We des ribe here the very simple per eptron learning algorithm,
devised by Rosenblatt [20℄.
For any learning onstant  > 0, the per eptron learning algorithm L a ts on the training
sample `on-line' in the following manner. The algorithm L maintains at ea h stage a urrent
state of the network, w = (w ; w ; : : : ; wn). Here, w is the weight on the ar from the bias
input node to the output node, and w ; w ; : : : ; wn are the weights on the ar s from the other
input nodes to the output node. (See Figure 1.) This urrent state is updated on the basis of
a labelled example (x; t(x)). (The initial state is, for example, that in whi h all weights are
0.) Suppose the urrent state is w and that a labelled example (x; t(x)) is presented. Denote
by hw the fun tion omputed by the network in its urrent state. Then the algorithm forms
the new state w0, where
w0 = w +  (t(x) hw (x)) x:
This learning algorithm, whi h makes an in remental adjustment of the weights in the event
of mis lassi ation, is an example of a `Hebbian' learning algorithm [13℄. The per eptron
onvergen e theorem [20,18℄ asserts that the per eptron learning algorithm aids onvergen e
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toward the target fun tion: no matter how many examples are presented, the algorithm
makes only a nite number of hanges, or updates (provided that  , whi h an be a fun tion
of n, is small enough).
In order to analyze learning in feedforward networks, we rst need a mathemati al framework in whi h to de ne the goal of a su essful learning algorithm. We brie y des ribe the
basi `probably approximately orre t' (pa ) model of learning introdu ed by Valiant [21℄,
as it applies to feedforward networks in whi h there is a single output node, giving as output either 0 or 1. (A more detailed treatment may be found in [3℄ or [2℄.) A fundamental
assumption of the pa model is that the network re eives training samples
s = ((x ; t(x )); (x ; t(x )); : : : ; (xm ; t(xm )))
in whi h x ; x ; : : : ; xm are hosen independently and at random a ording to some xed
(but unknown) probability distribution on the set of all examples.
In order to assess how e e tive a learning algorithm is, we need some measure of how lose
L(s) is to t. Sin e there is assumed to be some probability distribution P on the set of all
examples, we may de ne the error, erP (h; t), of a fun tion h (with respe t to t) to be the
P -probability that a randomly hosen example is lassi ed in orre tly by h; that is,
erP (h; t) = P (fx 2 X : h(x) 6= t(x)g):
The aim is to ensure that the error of L(s) is `usually small'. Sin e ea h of the m examples
in the training sample is drawn randomly and independently a ording to P , the sample
ve tor x is drawn randomly from X m a ording to the produ t probability distribution P m.
Thus, we want it to be true that with high P m-probability the sample s arising from x is
su h that the fun tion L(s) omputed after training has small error with respe t to t. This
is a reasonable goal: some samples will be `unrepresentative', but su h samples will have
low probability of being presented. This leads us to the following formal de nition of pa
learning.
De nition The learning algorithm L is a pa learning algorithm for the network if for any
given Æ;  > 0 there is a sample length mL (Æ; ) su h that for all target fun tions t omputable
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by the network and for all probability distributions P on the set of examples,
P m (fs 2 S (m; t) : erP (L(s); t) > g) < Æ:
whenever m  mL (Æ; ).

In other words, provided the sample has length at least mL(Æ; ) then it is `probably' the
ase that after training on that sample, the fun tion omputed by the network is `approximately' orre t. (We should note that the produ t probability distribution P m is really

de ned not on subsets of S (m; t) but on sets of ve tors in X m. However, this abuse of notation is onvenient: for a xed t, there is a lear one-to-one orresponden e between ve tors
x 2 X m and training samples s 2 S (m; t).)
Note that the probability distribution P o urs twi e in the de nition: both in the requirement that the P m-probability of a sample be small and also through the fa t that the
error of L(s) is measured with referen e to P . The ru ial feature of the de nition is that we
require that the sample length mL (Æ; ) be independent of P and of t. It is not immediately
lear that this is possible, but the following informal arguments explain why it may be. If
a parti ular example has not been seen in a large sample s, the han es are that this example has low probability, and therefore mis lassi ation of that example ontributes little
to the error of the fun tion L(s). In other words, the penalty paid for mis lassi ation of a
parti ular example is its probability, and, very loosely speaking, the two o urren es of the
probability distribution in the de nition an therefore `balan e' ea h other.
An important property that a learning algorithm might have is onsisten y. We say that
the learning algorithm L is onsistent if, given any training sample
s = ((x ; t(x )); : : : ; (xm ; t(xm ))) ;
the fun tions L(s) and t agree on xi , for ea h i = 1; 2; : : : ; m. The per eptron algorithm
des ribed above is not generally a onsistent algorithm. However, it is easy to onstru t a
onsistent learning algorithm L from L : given a sample s = ((x ; t(x ); : : : ; (xm ; t(xm)) of
examples, L a ts on s by applying L repeatedly, y ling through x to xm in turn, until no
updates are made in a omplete y le.
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The VC-dimension and the underlying graph

The problem of pa learning an be addressed by means of a ombinatorial parameter
known as the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension (abbreviated to v -dimension). Suppose that
N is a feedforward neural network that outputs 0 or 1. We say that a set T of examples is
shattered by N if for ea h of the 2jT j possible ways of dividing T into two disjoint sets T and
T , there is some fun tion f omputable by N su h that f (x) = 1 if x 2 T and f (x) = 0
if x 2 T . The v -dimension of N , denoted dim (N ), is de ned to be the largest size of
a set of examples shattered by N . The v -dimension may be thought of as a measure of
the `expressive power' of the network. Vapnik and Chervonenkis [22℄ de ned this parameter
(in a more general ontext) in studying the uniform onvergen e of relative frequen ies to
probabilities.
The v -dimension hara terizes fairly pre isely the size of training sample whi h should
be used for e e tive pa -learning. The following result is due to Blumer et al. [8℄ and
Ehrenfeu ht et al. [10℄.
Theorem 6.1 If a feedforward network N has nite v -dimension d  1, then any onsistent learning algorithm L for N is a pa learning algorithm. Moreover, there is a onstant
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su h that
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d ln
+ ln Æ


is a suÆ ient sample length mL (Æ; ) for any su h algorithm. On the other hand, there is
another onstant 2 su h that for any pa learning algorithm L for N , the suÆ ient sample
length mL (Æ; ) must be at least

 1 
2
d + ln
;

Æ
for all   1=8 and Æ  1=100.
1

We now present a result on the v -dimensions of feedforward linear threshold networks.
The rst part is due to Baum and Haussler [6℄ and the se ond part to Maass [16,17℄.
Theorem 6.2 There is a onstant > 0 su h that, if N is any feedforward linear threshold
network with one output node and whose underlying digraph has n verti es and m ar s,
then dim (N )  m log n. Furthermore, there is another onstant > 0 su h that some
feedforward linear threshold networks satisfy dim (N )  m log n, where the underlying
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digraph has n verti es and m ar s.
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The above result relates the v -dimension of a neural network to its underlying graph,
when the a tivation fun tions are all linear threshold fun tions. It provides an upper bound
whi h is tight to within a onstant. It is rather disappointing that this relationship involves
only the `size' of the graph rather than its stru ture. In parti ular, this general result does
not involve the number of layers in the network. Tighter bounds have been obtained for
networks with very few layers; (see [2,5℄, for instan e). Results have also been obtained
for feedforward networks with sigmoidal a tivation fun tions; for results on these and other
types of network, see [2,12℄.
Learning

an be as hard as graph- olouring

If the pro ess of pa learning by an algorithm L is to be of pra ti al value, it should
be possible to implement the algorithm `qui kly'. We wish to quantify the behaviour of a
learning algorithm for a parti ular neural network ar hite ture with respe t to the size of
the network. In parti ular, we wish to onsider how the running time of the algorithm varies
with the number n of inputs to the network: for a learning algorithm to be eÆ ient, this
running time should in rease polynomially with n.
However, there is another important onsideration in any dis ussion of eÆ ien y. Clearly,
de reasing  makes the learning task more diÆ ult, and therefore the time taken to produ e
a probably approximately orre t output should be onstrained in some appropriate way as
 de reases; the appropriate ondition is that the running time must be polynomial in 1=.

Formally, we say that a learning algorithm L is eÆ ient with respe t to a ura y , example
size n and sample length m if its running time is polynomial in the length m of the training
sample and if there is a value of mL (Æ; ) suÆ ient for pa learning that is polynomial in n
and 1=.
Judd [15℄ was the rst to show that learning in neural networks an be hard, in the formal
omplexity-theoreti sense. We now des ribe a simple hardness result from [3,4℄ along the
lines of one due to Blum and Rivest [7℄. Before doing so, we re all that, in omplexity theory,
two important lasses of problems, rp and np, are de ned. The lass rp is the lass of all
problems that an be solved by `randomized' algorithms in polynomial time, while np is the
lass of problems that an be solved by non-deterministi Turing ma hines in polynomial
time (ee, for example, [9℄). It is onje tured, and widely believed, that rp is a stri t subset
of np; this is known as the `rp6=np' onje ture.
The network Nnk that we onsider has n inputs and k + 1 linear threshold nodes (k  1);
see Figure 3. The rst k linear threshold nodes are `in parallel' and ea h of these is onne ted
to all of the inputs. The last threshold node is the output unit; it is onne ted by ar s with
xed weight 1 to the other linear threshold nodes and to the bias node with weight k. The
e e t of this arrangement is that the output unit a ts as a multiple and gate for the outputs
of the other threshold nodes.

Figure 3
The onsisten y problem for Nnk , whi h we refer to as N k - onsisten y, is de ned as
follows:
N k onsisten y
Instan e A sequen e s = ((x ; b ); (x ; b ); : : : ; (xm ; bm )) of labelled examples, where xi 2 Rn
and bi 2 f0; 1g, for 1  i  m.
Question Is there a state of the network Nnk su h that the fun tion t then omputed by the
network satis es t(xi) = bi for 1  i  m? In other words, is s a training sample for some
fun tion omputed by the network?
1

1

2

2

The following result (a spe ial ase of one that appears in [19℄) relates the onsisten y
problem to the problem of eÆ ient pa learning.
Theorem 6.3 If there is a pa learning algorithm for Nnk that is eÆ ient with respe t
to a ura y, example size and sample length, then there is a randomized polynomial time
algorithm that solves the problem N k - onsisten y.
One an prove that N k - onsisten y is np-hard for k  3, by showing that it is as
diÆ ult as graph olouring. Here, we sket h the redu tion; full details an be found in [3℄.
Let G be a graph with vertex-set V = f1; 2; : : : ; ng and edge-set E . We onstru t a sequen e
s(G) of labelled examples as follows. For ea h vertex i 2 V we take as a labelled example
(vi ; 0), where vi is the ve tor whi h has 1 in the ith oordinate position, and 0's elsewhere.
For ea h edge ij 2 E we take as a labelled example (vi + vj ; 1), and we also take as a
labelled example (o; 1), where o is the zero ve tor o = 00 : : : 0. It an be shown (see [3℄)
that s(G) is a training sample for some fun tion in Nnk if and only if G is k- olourable. It
follows that if there is a polynomial time algorithm for N k onsisten y, then there is
one for graph k- olouring. But graph k- olouring is np- omplete for k  3, and it
follows that the N k onsisten y problem is np-hard if k  3. (In fa t, the same is true if
k = 2: this follows from work of Blum and Rivest [7℄.) Theorem 6.3 enables us to move from
this hardness result for the onsisten y problem to a hardness result for pa learning. The
theorem tells us that, unless rp=np, there an be no omputationally eÆ ient pa learning
algorithm for this family of neural networks.
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